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Abstract

With the widespread availability of a large volume of urban data, stakeholders from different domains require advanced tools to manage, visualize and understand cities and their evolution. During the last few years, researchers have proposed numerous research works and applications to illustrate the cities of the past and possible scenarios of the future under different conditions. However, many of these approaches are one-time solutions and not based on standards, making them obsolete and unusable for reproducible research. In this article, we present UD-SV: an Urban Data Services and Visualization, an open-source framework for multidisciplinary research to handle complex processing, analysis, and visualization of urban data. However, our goal is not to present a one-time monolithic software solution for urban data management and analysis, but we demonstrate the design and development of an open and interoperable software framework driven by use cases from diverse users to solve applied research challenges. The main contribution of UD-SV is that it uses open standards and open
data with documented and reproducible processes with a particular emphasis on the reuse of existing open-source software components. We also show an enhanced use of standards to enable a shift towards components that are interchangeable or composable with other existing components in the GIS community.

1 Introduction

Common ways to visualize cities include 2D maps in print or online devices, usually showing the footprint of city objects like buildings. 3D visualization, on the other hand, helps the user visualize city object structures. Adding a temporal dimension to this 3D visualization often involves letting the user navigate the structural changes to cities at different scales and at different time periods. As such, 4D navigation is becoming a new way to discover and query cities. Moreover, users now wish to easily manage, enhance and share information concerning a given area, whether for their personal usage or a community such as in OpenStreetMap [OpenStreetMap].

Using these recent advances in 3D and 4D visualizations, urban digital twins [Dembski et al., 2020] show digital representations of cities composed of heterogeneous, multi-source, and multidimensional data like cadastral information, information on vegetation, city networks, water bodies, or any other information and knowledge that can help represent and describe cities. They are constructed as the 3D digital equivalent of cities in a manner that allows the users to navigate these virtual environments horizontally and vertically as though they are in the real world [Nakaya et al., 2010, Kaplan, 2015]. We can also define urban digital twins by a set of features that are an “abstraction of real-world phenomena” according to the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) [International Orga-
nization for Standardization, 2008] and the OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) [OGC, b]. Features define one or more of the following three dimensions: thematic, geometric, and temporal. The thematic dimension gives contextual information such as the nature of a feature or semantic metadata. The geometric dimension is described with geometric objects (e.g. points, polylines, polygons, or volumes) located in a coordinate reference system (2D or 3D). A feature can also have a temporal dimension to describe its diachronic nature with timestamps, time intervals, etc. A feature can also be self-composed and enriched with thematic information.

Other kinds of data like multimedia corpus (photographs, municipal records, old postal cards, newspaper articles, videos, etc.) are also available and often used independently from the prior ones. Additionally, participatory approaches encourage citizens to share and contribute old album photographs, and newspapers, further enriching the document corpus. Researchers such as historians or geographers may benefit from the integration of this multimedia corpus in urban digital twins. Furthermore, navigation in this multimedia corpus may be enhanced by this integration, creating relations with city objects, and allowing further urban analyses. Including all these data constitutes a large volume of urban data, typically running into hundreds of gigabytes, even for a single district of a city\(^1\).

Traditionally, geographical information systems (GIS) helped users in the analysis and visualization of 2D urban information. GIS is well-defined and numerous tools and components are already existing. However, GIS requires some necessary evolution such as the linking of temporal, 3D, and multimedia information with the usual data. This means progressively shifting towards covering a much broader scope, whether on the aspect of data, by involving complex digital twins composed

\(^1\text{https://data.grandlyon.com/}\)
of heterogeneous, and multidimensional data sets, or on the functionalities covered and types of users addressed. Therefore, GIS research and industry require data, methods, and modular tools that can be easily integrated, reproduced, and shared. Furthermore, organizing urban data in an interoperable context is essential. For example, we can cite CityGML OGC Standard [OGC, a] that fills an important gap by providing 3D data models and by tackling interoperability challenges.

A careful study of the needs of the GIS community (with focus on heritage data) and the study of several dozens of available tools and applications [Jaillot et al., 2020a] allowed us to identify some of the requirements for a modern nD (3D, temporal, thematic) framework for digital twins (Figure 1). Unfortunately, a majority of these applications lacked the possibility to reuse components and replicate or reproduce these works. Moreover, the use of GIS is increasingly becoming multidisciplinary with discussions involving city administrations, companies, computer science researchers, practitioners, historians, urban planners, etc. Towards this direction, we propose and develop a framework for building reproducible and reusable services: UD-SV (Urban Data Services and Visualization) to address these problems. We describe their implementation in an extensible platform for urban web applications based on a 4D city data browser. Our proposed solution, UD-SV serves the purpose of providing and gathering tools for urban digital twins to test and explore new research propositions by diverse multidisciplinary researchers. It is based on a 4-tiers architecture and is developed according to the following principles: modularity, reusability, interoperability, and reproducibility. In our context of work (public research lab), the development cycle is short and driven by the evolving requirements of the GIS community. We have chosen an agile approach with successive iterations based on community feedback by demonstrating what is
Figure 1: Software framework requirements for UD-SV. Driven by use cases, UD-SV supports multiple computation processes responding to the seven major requirements. The conception of the solutions to these requirements constitute the software foundation of UD-SV.

We identified the key requirements highlighted in Figure 1 which also gives a global view of UD-SV. Solutions to all the requirements (R) are available in UD-SV. UD-SV demonstrates the use-case-driven context of the GIS, built on interoperable solutions (R2) for 3D urban digital twins (R1) available on desktop or mobile devices and the web (R2). It also incorporates the temporal dimension (R3) for managing the evolving urban landscape, augmented with multimedia documents (R4) and information obtained from participatory approaches (R4). Furthermore, users can interact and navigate (R5) urban digital twin created using UD-SV components and are able to visualize (R6) the city in different ways. Finally, our proposed solution is also reproducible (R7). These requirements could be used for building different (computational) processes for multidisciplinary usages. Figure 1 also shows the role of computation processes for different usages. In UD-SV, R1
is enriched with R3 and R4 in an R2 environment to ensure R5, R6 as well as R7.

Our main research question is how to access, manage, navigate, and visualize an nD urban environment in an open, interoperable, and reproducible approach. Compared to traditional monolithic applications, our goal is to provide a modular framework, where new computational processes for evolving urban analysis needs can be easily integrated or removed. Our main contributions proposed in this article are the following:

- description of the design and development of an operational and open-source framework for urban data analysis and visualization with the capacity to mobilize data, particularly for visualizing the city and its evolution.

- description of a process for creating a solid foundation to support research beyond publications with reproducible code that does not fall into oblivion at the end of the project.

- illustration of the design and development of atomic components:
  
  - that can be composed for applications in a given use case.
  
  - that can be easily mixed with already available (external) components.
  
  - that can be used by non-specialists.
  
  - that are reproducible and reusable.

- description of the design and development of urban data services for multidisciplinary research.

- demonstration of short development cycles while allowing longer-term maintenance for applications (for example, py3DTiles and iTowns).
Figure 2: Desired Methodology in UD-SV. It demonstrates the major steps from identifying the requirements and formalization of the problem to building a robust, documented, and reproducible solution.
In order to create the UD-SV framework we utilise the methodology illustrated in Figure 2. This methodology begins with observing and listening to multidisciplinary community members and project stakeholders across domains of research and industry to better understand what technologies and processes are being used in different use-cases of urban data research. Taking these observations into account we design functional and technical specifications, data models, and data pipelines to formalize how a specific problem can be described and solved. These formalized problems must be analyzed to determine what challenges such as scientific and technical bottlenecks must be overcome to solve the problem. Next, the state of the art is taken into consideration to identify what solutions already exist for tackling these challenges, which may require modifying the formalization to take into consideration these works. We may also discover that existing solutions to a scientific or technical challenge do not exist or are insufficient. Taking a modular approach, different existing works from potentially different domains or research and industry can be composed along with the development of new components when necessary to create prototypes or initial results. Finally these results along with the process towards their creation or development can be published as new research. Following a publication there are several tasks important for adding value to the algorithms and applications used to produce the results. In the context of multidisciplinary research, this means the code or application should be robust (scalable and usable for different urban datasets), well-documented, and publicly available. The documentation should include steps to build the application and/or reproduce the published results. Finally, once the documentation has reached a minimum level of maturity, it should be made public alongside potential demonstrations and possible evaluations with other existing solutions.
We present the computational methods, analyses and software components designed for UD-SV. Section 2 presents computational processes to prepare the information required for visualizing urban digital twins. Section 3 presents the architecture, the implementation, and examples of possible applications of UD-SV, reproducibility aspects and future course of actions. Some screenshots are also provided in this section. Finally, section 4 concludes our work.

2 Urban digital twin: computation processes and usages

In this section, we look at some of the existing works related to the requirements identified in Figure 1, discuss their limitations, and compare it with UD-SV. Table 1 gives an overview of works related to the computation processes and usages in urban digital twins as well as their limitations. We will also discuss how UD-SV handles some of these limitations. Our proposed framework is described in detail in section 3. As discussed above, UD-SV needs to respond to all the requirements and handle the evolving urban needs in a multidisciplinary context. We want to build a framework that supports management and visualization of nD urban cities based on standards. The framework must be interoperable and we want the ability to reuse existing standards and open-source software components.

In the past, a significant amount of tools and works focused on using 2D approaches for urban planning and historical studies. However, traditional 2D approaches can be limited in representing and visualizing evolving urban landscapes compared to 3D or 4D approaches [De Roo et al., 2013]. Works like Rizvic et al.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computational processes</th>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Major Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2.1. Interoperable       | [Kolbe et al., 2005], [De Roo et al., 2013], [Gröger and Plümer, 2012], [Kutzner et al., 2020], [Gesquière and Manin, 2012], [Zhang et al., 2014], [Miao et al., 2017], [Münster et al., 2020], [Stefani et al., 2013] | • Missing use of standards  
|                         |                                                                      | • Evolving 3D web standards  
|                         |                                                                      | • Monolithic solutions             |
| 2.2. Temporal urban      | [Nakaya et al., 2010], [Pfeiffer et al., 2013], [De Roo et al., 2013], [Evans et al., 2006], [Kaplan, 2015], [Chaturvedi et al., 2017], [Samuel et al., 2020] | • Standards require extensions for time-dependant properties. |
| models                  |                                                                      |                                          |
| 2.3. Navigation,         | [Köninger and Bartel, 1998], [Shiode, 2000], [Nurminen and Oulasvirta, 2008], [Zhang et al., 2014], [Shiode, 2000], [Zhou et al., 2006] | • Non-availability of (open)-data for realistic impression  
| interaction and          |                                                                      | • Technological challenges for large-scale visualization of cities |
| visualization            |                                                                      |                                          |
| 2.4. Multimedia documents| [Snavely et al., 2006], [Schindler and Dellaert, 2012], [Chagnaud et al., 2016], [Pacheco et al., 2014], [Friedrichs et al., 2018], [Münster et al., 2020], [Chagnaud et al., 2016] | • Visualizing multimedia documents in 3D environments  
| and user participation   |                                                                      | • Missing links between multimedia documents and city objects |

Table 1: Computational Processes and Usages in Urban Digital Twins
[2015], Pfeiffer et al. [2013], De Roo et al. [2013], Nakaya et al. [2010], Beil and Kolbe [2017] proposed building digital twins focusing on a particular zone, sector of a given city or even a complete city. These approaches aimed to give a detailed picture of the chosen area like the objects of interest and their relationship with the surrounding environment like the terrain and the vegetation. Though these one-time solutions have provided insights to historians and researchers in the past, it is not possible to access and reproduce them. Because of the missing methodology and code, it is also difficult to apply and extend these solutions with new data from the same zone or data from other zones.

2.1 Interoperable solutions for desktop, mobile and web platforms

Several works [Kolbe et al., 2005, De Roo et al., 2013] propose conceptual data models with the possibility of querying, data exchange, data interoperability, by making use of international standards and by linking urban data to existing data sets. Cities have started using international standards like CityGML [Gröger and Plümer, 2012, Kutzner et al., 2020] and IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) [Smith, 2014] for representing 3D structures of city objects, detailed buildings and their associated semantic and thematic information. A major advantage is that the data released using these standards are interoperable and therefore not tied to any particular software application and therefore can be easily shared.

Recent years have seen many web-based platforms like Gesquière and Manin [2012], Zhang et al. [2014], Miao et al. [2017], Münster et al. [2020], Stefani et al. [2013] proposed for various types of urban analyses. However, developing and
managing a 3D geospatial information system on the web is challenging [Pispidikis and Dimopoulou, 2016]. Many of the above propositions for 3D web experience are very recent and hence still evolving. In addition, open standard specifications like 3DTiles are still at the technical specification level and these standards have not been completely implemented. Also, in order to integrate these standards, there is a need for a generic (and so more abstract) approach. A conceptual model [Jaillot et al., 2020b, Jaillot, 2020] of these standards and an implementation have been previously proposed to overcome these challenges. Such a conceptualization with a generic approach enhances effective interoperability among different 3D or nD city models.

We often find monolithic proposals in most of the above works. It is important to be able to propose components that can be aggregated and thus reused in a particular framework. UD-SV proposes the use of components like 3DCityDB or even Geoserver which are easily usable thanks to the use of standards in these components.

2.2 Temporal urban models

Cities also change and have stories to tell of their past. Efforts like Virtual Kyoto project [Nakaya et al., 2010], Virtual Leodium [Pfeiffer et al., 2013, De Roo et al., 2013], Virtual London [Evans et al., 2006] have been proposed and are being developed during the last decades with the goal of providing users a virtual environment based on urban digital twins for understanding historical changes. The users of these projects can not only view the historical buildings at a given time but also visualize the changes that occurred to these buildings in a given period of time.
We can classify these proposals into two. The first set of proposals is dedicated to urban evolution (for instance, the evolution of Kyoto during time). In the second set, we sometimes see a storytelling approach with these applications and the second set of applications is based on archives (especially, textual documents) that can be managed in time and space (for example, Venice time machine [Kaplan, 2015]). We aim to support the two types of proposals simultaneously.

Some of the above standards like CityGML need to be extended to represent information related to urban evolution. Chaturvedi and Kolbe [2019], for example, gives an overview of the different ways by which the 3D CityGML model has been extended with time-dependent properties. Chaturvedi et al. [2017] propose ways to represent various versions of urban heritage [Samuel et al., 2020]. These use cases of UD-SV were studied during the ALARIC\textsuperscript{2} project [Samuel et al., 2016] which helped us to understand the needs of urban planners and historians for studying and representing the incremental urban changes for understanding and projecting the evolving urban landscape. These extensions are present in CityGML 3.0 (Kutzner et al. [2020]). However, to the best of our knowledge, the implementations of these extensions in a generic approach at the city scale are not currently available. UD-SV has integrated the recent proposal of creating temporal tilesets [Jaillot, 2020] that is capable of improving the quality problems of real-world urban data, detecting geometric and semantic changes between two different vintages and aggregating these vintages in a time-evolving 3D city model.

2.3 Navigation, interaction and visualization

A generic approach to navigation and integration in urban digital twin requires

\url{https://projet.liris.cnrs.fr/vcity/partnerprojects/alaric-project/}
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a proper understanding of the several possible usages by different categories of users: historians, researchers, tourists, etc. Such an approach also requires an understanding of existing applications for building an abstract model. 3D urban modeling and visualization (Köninger and Bartel [1998], Shiode [2000], Nurminen and Oulasvirta [2008], Zhang et al. [2014]) not only gives a view of the horizontal expanse of the cities but also their vertical expansion. The users obtain information about the height of different city objects, especially the buildings, and compare two or more objects. Many approaches have been made to visualize 3D urban city models [Shiode, 2000] and a balance has been made between the amount of reality, application performance in rendering the city objects, and functions. Hence, we can see approaches where building structures are mapped with their image-based texture [Zhou et al., 2006] giving quasi-total realistic information. CAD (Constructed Aided Design) based models may also give an almost realistic impression, but such detailed models are difficult to visualize for large-scale visualization of cities, because of current technical limitations [Gaillard et al., 2020]. To build a generic and open urban digital twin, UD-SV ensures the possibility of sharing urban data and interoperability of standards. The components are not tightly coupled, which ensures the possibility to easily change different components, like the client or the server side with very little programming effort. With its use of standards like CityGML and BIM-IFC, UD-SV is able to visualize different details of information at different scales: textures for large-scale visualizations and materials present in a room at the building interior level.
2.4 Multimedia documents and user participation

The next possible extension is for representing the information stored in multimedia documents concerning urban evolution. Many research works propose different visualization approaches for historical photographs [Snavely et al., 2006, Schindler and Dellaert, 2012, Chagnaud et al., 2016, Pacheco et al., 2014]. Friedrichs et al. [2018], Münster et al. [2020] analyzed usages of the digital corpus of photographs by art and archaeological historians and proposes a 4D web environment with a goal to improve the search and retrieval of digital documents in the 4D environment. This environment allows the users to not only view 3D structures of buildings along with the associated photographs, preserving their orientation but also allows the users to navigate the historical timeline. Dewitz et al. [2019] also used 4D virtual city models to study the most photographed buildings using heatmaps and were also capable of demonstrating different photographs at different times. Maiwald et al. [2019] proposed multimodal access strategies on large image corpus. Schindler and Dellaert [2012] proposed 4D virtual city models, historical photographs superposed over 3D city models giving users a way to see how the historical photographs have been taken. Snavely et al. [2006] also proposed a system for browsing images and for answering questions like which images depicted a particular scene or which photographs were taken close to a given image. Pacheco et al. [2014] proposed augmented reality, 3D reconstruction and visualization to allow human data interaction with cultural heritage objects using mobile devices. The approach followed in UD-SV for document integration is an extension of the functionalities proposed by Chagnaud et al. [2016] that used a desktop-based solution called 3DUSE and proposed a billboard-based display for visualizing historical documents. With the
participatory approach in UD-SV, users can also manually specify the link between the multimedia documents and the associated city objects.

3 UD-SV: An extensible framework based on a service oriented architecture

We now present the software and technical architecture of UD-SV, the overview of components, a practical demonstration, reproducibility aspects, limitations of the framework, and future works.

3.1 Software and technical architecture

We designed and implemented UD-SV (Urban Data Services and Visualization) as a set of web-based and open-source components developed for research and industry in the geospatial field. UD-SV is based on a 4-tiers architecture and is composed of components developed by our team and other external components (including some of which we contribute to). Such multi-tier architecture [Albayati et al., 2021, Lei et al., 2022] helps to ensure modularity and creation of dedicated components for data management, computation or analysis, presentation, server, and clients. The 4-tiers software and technical architecture of UD-SV are presented in Figure 3. The four tiers are the client tier, web server tier, processing server tier, and data tier. The client tier consisting of UD-Viz (developed using iTowns) is used for the urban data visualization on the web using web browsers. The web server tier handles the client requests and loads the relevant tiles and information. The processing tier prepares the 3D tiles and performs various geospatial processes.
Figure 3: Software and 4-tier technical architecture of UD-SV. Four tiers: client, web server, processing server, and data server. The client and web server together constitute the client-server web architecture style allowing users to access UD-SV on web browsers. Data server tier stores and manages the different types of urban data formats. The processing server tier performs the necessary computations for enabling visualization.

The data tier consists of unprocessed CityGML files, 3DCityDB, and the processed 3D Tiles (with temporal information) obtained from the processing tier. The web server tier can load data from processed files and the 3DCityDB database. Only 3DUSE (v2) can directly work with CityGML files.

The **data server tier**: The *data server tier* contains 3D city models represented in three different ways: as files in the CityGML format or 3D Tiles format and in a 3DCityDB database. Some UD-SV processes (and those in 3DUSE, the desktop
version before UD-SV), use CityGML files as input, while other processes (e.g. from Py3DTiles) use a 3DCityDB database. The 3D Tiles format is used for visualization in UD-Viz. The data server tier is also composed of time-evolving 3D city models stored as 3D Tiles with the 3DTiles_temporal extension.

The processing server tier: The processing server tier contains 3DUSE, py3DTiles and geospatial utilities of UD-SV that implement geospatial data processes and provide a GUI for visualizing geospatial data (e.g. 3D city models in the CityGML format, shapefiles, etc.). Py3DTiles is developed and maintained by Oslandia [Oslandia] and converts geospatial data from various data formats (e.g. CityGML, LAS) or from a 3DCityDB database into 3D Tiles datasets. We contribute to the development of this software component with engineering and implementation of research propositions. Finally, utilities of UD-Serv consists of processes like CityGML2Stripper which strips a CityGML 2.0 file of its appearance and generic attributes and serializes the result back into a new CityGML file.

The web server tier: The web server tier contains the web service part of UD-Serv and an Apache HTTP server exposing 3D Tiles files (with and without the 3DTILES_temporal extension). UD-Serv contains a REST API for realizing CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations on the multimedia documents, links, contributors, comments, etc. UD-Serv is programmed in Python.

The client tier: The end-user application located on the client tier is UD-Viz, written in JavaScript and based on several libraries, especially iTowns. UD-Viz manages the interface, multimedia documents and links, users and some useful modules such as address search. UD-Viz mainly relies on iTowns for accessing
and visualizing 2D and 3D geospatial information based on standards formats and protocols (e.g. 3D Tiles, WMS, WMTS, etc.). *iTowns* is in turn based on WebGL and ThreeJS and is mainly developed and maintained by the IGN [IGN] (historically also by Oslandia). The choice to base *UD-Viz* on *iTowns* also stems from our desire to contribute to the geospatial community with open source developments.

### 3.2 Overview of Current Services and Components

Users coming to UD-SV may see a 3D representation of an urban area. They can navigate around the digital twin, performing operations like zooming and panning. They can click on any object of interest and see the available information related to the object. They can navigate the virtual city as though they are in a real one but at a reduced scale. Hence, they can compare the height of city objects like buildings and the visibility of objects from a particular point of view. They may also make use of a temporal cursor to navigate the different snapshots of the city. Sometimes, users may wish to explore a specific zone or an address. Other miscellaneous functionalities include geocoding, positioning of cameras or obtaining the position of an object or a point of interest in the urban digital twin. These additional features ensure that other users with whom these values were shared can reproduce a 3D scene of interest.

**Temporal navigation and Multimedia sources:** We provide the possibility to navigate in time with a temporal slider. Moving in time changes the display state of 3D objects which can be in known states or in transitions between these states (creations, modifications, and demolitions). With UD-SV, our goal is to go beyond the classical dimensions of the urban model, i.e. its geometry and
show other information like the semantic information of city objects, the hierarchy between objects, etc. We designed the following forms of access to multimedia documents [Jaillot et al., 2021] (Figure 4):

- Through a 4D spatio-temporal visualization interface (documents in superimposition to the 4D scene)
- Through thematic / semantic / metadata search
- Through guided tours
- Through linking / integration of semantic 3D city models and documents

**Guided Tours** UD-SV also provides guided tours, where the users do not move the temporal cursor or change the camera position but are rather automatically driven to virtual navigation in a 4D (3D + time) representation of the city, supported by documents. In a guided tour, a specific urban area or specific city objects of a given time period are shown to the user along with the available documents. With the help of clickable buttons, the user can then click to navigate
Figure 5: Guided tours in UD-SV. This shows a particular stop in the tour on January 1, 1856, highlighting not only the urban objects of interest in the background but also the documents in the foreground related to these objects in this particular time period.

to the next or previous (4D) scene. Every such (4D) scene is called a step. It is worth mentioning here that the document could be an image or a video.

A step consists of a document, a position and rotation (in the 3D scene), a date, and a descriptive text. The user can move from step to step using navigable buttons like ”previous step” and ”next step”. The movement from the step A position to the step B position is scripted (no user input is required). The camera (which is in oriented camera mode) is smoothly translated and rotated from step A to step B. The guided tour gives a visual representation of the evolution of the city, from step A date to step B date (Figure 5).

Some recent products have integrated the notion of Story (e.g., ESRI3, Cesium4). Taking the idea of these “stories”, UD-SV has something similar to the

---

4https://cesium.com/blog/2020/01/28/cesium-stories/
presentation mode of slides. This functionality allows users to prepare and broadcast stories.

### 3.3 Demonstration

Consider a use-case of a historian wishing to demonstrate some major historical locations and the associated photographs. They make use of some of the major widgets\(^5\) in UD-SV. After creating an account on UD-SV, they add multimedia documents to UD-SV and link each document to one or more city objects. Furthermore, they can visualize, navigate and interact with the 3D structures of buildings. They can also query and interact with the existing document corpus and see the associated city objects. Furthermore, they can also see the integration of other sources like transport lines, move directly to a specific location address, get additional information about building objects, obtain the details of the camera location, and choose desired layers. They can save the camera position for directly navigating to the desired location in future visits. With the temporal extension, they can also demonstrate the changes that occurred in the city.

### 3.4 Reuse, reproducibility and interoperability

The need for reproducibility and replicability in geospatial research because of the tremendous amount of information produced by collaboration, computation, and data acquisition processes has been highlighted by Kedron et al. [2020]. The authors consider the approach of sharing data and code related to different geospatial projects as a necessary measure towards this.

\(^5\)https://ud-viz.vcityliris.data.alpha.grandlyon.com/examples/AllWidget/example.html
There have been growing efforts to ensure the reproducibility of software code in research works. One such proposition is the use of Software Heritage [Cosmo and Zacchirolì, 2017] aimed for not only preserving the software heritage but also for obtaining persistent identifiers for the source code. Researchers can precisely specify the persistent identifiers of a software version for the reproducibility of the published work. Another major example is Zenodo [O’Donnell et al., 2018] which is used for obtaining the persistent identifiers of both source code and the datasets. However, it is important to state that the scientific community is slowly catching up with these possibilities.

One important aspect of UD-SV is the ensuring of reproducible, reusable, and interoperable implementations. Reproducibility refers to the ability to reproduce the results presented in this article. Reusability refers to proposing contributions (scientific or software contributions) that can be reused by the scientific community. Interoperability refers to the possibility of our methods and implementation to interact with other systems. We have conceived and applied a method to achieve these goals.

The interoperability has been mainly achieved by using and extending standards whenever possible. For the purpose of interoperability, we used standards like CityGML [Kolbe, 2009], WFS for other vectorial data and WMS for rasters.

Persistent Identifiers and Documentation: Regarding reusability, the best effort has been made to ensure contributions to existing software components (e.g. iTowns and py3Dtiles) used by research and industry. In addition, all the software produced in the context of this work is open source (under the LGPL license). Moreover, we have done our best to provide documentation describing software conception and developments. This documentation is structured
Table 2: SoftWare Heritage persistent IDentifiers (SWHIDs) of different components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>SWHID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>UD-SV</td>
<td>swh:1:dir:65963235ff00a370888b193283a896f4445c0cf4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>UD-Reproducibility</td>
<td>swh:1:dir:3aa1541cdef3f05bb1a1409f7af314ebc19ee2cd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3DUSE</td>
<td>swh:1:rev:0d643ee09460a7e3f594d5530eb0f0926286c6ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>py3Dtiles</td>
<td>swh:1:rev:bf28341f32998dd96387da90dcb63fa61336e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>UD-Viz</td>
<td>swh:1:rev:be5a523825862a3f2dd440c2922485cdd3009834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>UD-Serv</td>
<td>swh:1:rev:cb89552b9098246f59e68df2b12501f698aff77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>iTowns</td>
<td>swh:1:rev:ed9963369f1da742b8ca923f4c64d656f8d1a537db</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in Needs, Issues, and Design Notes. Needs give information about the use case (user story), the impact of the development, the maturity, and the evaluation of the development cost. Issues allow us to organize the Needs in time and to provide milestones. Design Notes hold the technical choices related to the implementation resolving a Need. This methodology is based on AGILE software development methodology [Highsmith and Cockburn, 2002], currently used in many computer science companies to work with short cycles of development. In addition, architecture documentation and tutorials have been produced. All this documentation has been made openly available. It eases collaboration with other researchers, engineers and interns (especially in a context with a lot of turnover where employment contracts are generally for short periods of time). We believe that producing such documentation can be a step forward in making research software development reusable.

Finally, we ensure the reproducibility of UD-SV experiments and demonstrations [Jaillot et al., 2021] by using Software Heritage archive for persistent identifiers of software versions, Zenodo [Zenodo] for data and use of shell and Docker [Docker] with installation and usage instructions detailed in UD-Reproducibility. Table 1 gives the SWHID (Software Heritage Identifiers) of the various compo-
nents presented in this article. These identifiers refer to the specific revision or directory of the component and can be obtained through the search interface of Software Heritage\textsuperscript{6} simply by entering the identifier given in the table.

The demonstrations are also available on the website of Grand Lyon (Metropole of Lyon)\textsuperscript{7 8}.

### 3.5 Current Limitations

UD-SV has several limitations. There is a need to work on reproducibility to allow simpler use of each component and its possible composition with the other ones. We are currently working towards this by Dockerizing several components and adding new ones like, for instance, a geographic data server (geoserver). Docker containers and images help us to document and record the exact configuration in which the components could be run. The configuration information includes the underlying operating systems, package versions to be installed, internet port numbers to be used, a series of commands required to run a component, etc. Running a Docker configuration file therefore means to automatically build the exact environment proposed by the developers. This is quite useful for reproducibility of UD-SV experiments and demonstrations. We also have to explore more on navigation based on space and time. For example, we are currently working on visualization modes based on graphs [Vinasco-Alvarez et al., 2021]. More integration of other types of data (2D/3D, at different scales, e.g., building scale, urban scale, etc) including vector data (road, railway lines etc) is also being explored. A limited set of experiments have already been made on rivers, 3D terrain, roads,
railways, and vegetation. Document search is currently missing. The possibility to embed 3D content (especially UD-Viz in other websites to provide additional information on 3D Urban data (for instance, using HTML IFrames) is also under consideration to enhance possible story telling in content management systems (CMS). We are currently exploring different possible representations of the city, i.e., multiscalar, geometric and temporal view (with different levels of detail and levels of abstraction) and a graph based representation. This may provide users the possibility to navigate in space, time, multiple levels and data (semantic, thematic, etc.)

3.6 Future work

Our future work involves exploring the possibility to enhancing building communities around each of the components described in the article. The LGPL licence used for this development promotes the utilization of the atomic components, and associated feedback may enrich the research in the field that we are already sharing some of the components with the industry and other researchers. We expect to complete the number of components of dedicated tools for digital twins so that diverse stakeholders can easily use them with their own data. We are currently working on new components: managing a territory at several scales, from the interior of the building to the regional level in order to ensure a continuum and to allow the aggregation of third-party data from the city around 3D data, for example, linked open data and multimedia data.

We are also working towards a dynamic approach where these components can find their place within the community. To do this, we rely on already identified
collectives to maintain our components. We continue the process of transferring these geo-commons\(^9\) to the IGN (French Mapping Agency), but also companies specialized in free software such as Oslandia.

## 4 Conclusion

In this article, we presented UD-SV (Urban Data - Services and Visualization), an extensible **open-source web-based framework** for visualizing and navigating 4D urban digital twin based on **open standards** and developed using **open-source web technologies**. Often guided by a **use-case-driven approach**, this framework makes it possible to propose algorithms derived from research to users without having significant computer skills. The ALARIC project, for example, helped to understand the requirements of urban planners and historians for managing and representing the concurrent viewpoints of evolving urban landscape. This article presented the functionalities of the framework that we would like to share with the larger community.

Based on our desired methodology presented in Figure 2, we demonstrated how it is implemented in UD-SV as shown in Figure 6. All our discussions and studies are documented in our internal Wikis. Component-based design and development are used to produce results and enhance UD-SV. The produced results are shared as technical reports (or preprints), published conference proceedings, or journal articles. These are also made available on our official website. All these constitute a regular research cycle. However, with UD-SV, we go further and share the code, data, and knowledge of every component publicly with an open license. To

\(^9\)https://www.ign.fr/la-demarche-geocommuns
Figure 6: The methodology proposed and used in UD-SV. The boxes on the right show the approach used by the UD-SV project to respond to the various steps identified in Figure 2. UD-SV ensures that the code, data, and knowledge of every component are available publicly with an open license.
ensure the reproducibility of our works, we also share detailed documentation that helps users to build applications to their needs with desired components and/or reproduce the published scientific results. Furthermore, the demonstrations are shared on our official websites and the websites of our partner organizations.

UD-SV is built to share experimentation and ensure reproducibility. Dockerisation allows us to answer the use-case demands by easily composing the necessary components. Data are also provided using a framework based on persistent identifiers. Dedicated open documentation is also provided to lower the learning curve. The use of international standards for representing urban data ensures data interoperability. We also ensured to reuse of existing components as much as possible to reduce development costs.
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Code availability

- Name of the code/library: UD-SV
- Associated libraries: UD-Viz, UD-Reproducibility, UD-Serv
Contact: gilles.gesquiere@univ-lyon2.fr

Hardware requirements: Linux, Windows and MAC

Program language: Python, Javascript, HTML, CSS

Software required: Docker, Python and Javascript libraries

Program size (lines of code obtained from cloc): UD-SV (≈10000), UD-Serv (≈2000), UD-Reproducibility (≈9000), UD-Viz (≈1200000)

The versions of source code referenced in this article is given in Table 1.
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